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Reflections on the 1st workshop
IT DOESN'T MAKE ANY SENSE!
"You seek too much information and not enough transformation."

- Shirdi Sai Baba
visibility and accessibility
Google Scholar Profile features

- **Search** scholarly literature from one convenient place
- **Can locate** complete document through your library or on the web
- **Check** who's citing your publications

(https://scholar.google.co.za/intl/en/scholar/about.html)
Chemical engineering: challenges

• Only one researcher had a profile
• Departmental staff spread across two campuses
• How best to pitch the idea?
Planning

• Google Scholar profiles presentation
• Meeting with Sunette Steynberg
• HOD / Departmental meeting
Trial and error

• Easiest to use and familiar to most
Trial and error (cont.)

Errors:
• Profiles were not made public.

Trials:
• D.I.Y (Do It Yourself)
• D.I.M (Do It Myself)
• D.I.T (Do It Together)
MY ASK BOX IS HUNGRY, FEEDIT.